
Impact Report

Organisation name
Free to Feed

Your name and position
Loretta Bolotin, CEO

Please tell us a short story about someone who has benefited from this funding.
Hamed who attended the TFN live crowdfunding pitch has now run over 100 classes at Free to Feed HQ 
generating over $25,000 in wages to support his family. Having Free to Feed's registered commercial 
kitchen has also enabled Hamed to set up his own private catering business through which he has started 
working independently and successfully and hopes in the future to run a food tourism business. Hamed 
has improved his English, gained a following of over 4K on Social Media, established himself as a leader 
in Persian cuisine in Melbourne and continues to inspire participants on the plight of refugees and people 
seeking asylum through all events he runs at Free to Feed HQ.

Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had.
TFN funding was transformative and has enabled us to set up a home-base for Free to Feed, a place for 
all spices and equipment to live, a registered commercial kitchen for cooking and spice blending to take 
place, a multi-purpose event space that also acts as our co working space. We have seen thousands of 
people come through these doors to support Free to Feed and hear our advocacy message. Without this 
kitchen we would not be able to generate sales or generate employment opportunities for our supported 
employees.



$3,420 - Kitchen Consultancy Fees
$4914 - Dishwasher
$1650 - Oven
$3630 - Exhaust Fan
$491 - Cooktops
$235- Kennards Hire
$1254 - Brayco Benches
$605 - Reece Plumbing sink
$750 - Flooring
$849 - Kitchen Utensils IKEA
$2250 - Bunnings Building supplies
$2960 - Handyman, painter, electrician, installer, plumber.
$1171 - Aprons for 50 participants.
$641 - City of Darebin Council Permits
$1500 - Kitchen Supplies Australia Oven.

Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described your original pitch
The Funding was used to fit out our Multipurpose food storage, commercial kitchen and event space as 
detailed in our original pitch.

How many people have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN
funding?
Direct - 21
Indirect - 4,100
Combined: 4,121

What measures did you use to assess the impact?
Number of Free to Feed supported employees, Number of advocacy event attendees at Free to Feed 
HQ.

Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event
More job opportunities - We're running 6-8 classes out of our HQ taught by people seeking asylum. 
Grown in size - We've got extra staff members on the project team
Maintained funding levels - Able to attract and maintain philanthropic funding.

Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met
through TFN? 
No



Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from
anyone you met through TFN? 
No

How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?
We wouldn’t have been able to achieve our objectives without TFN funding

Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other
sources you did not meet through TFN?
Yes

How much and from whom?
YGAP Spark Pitch Night  - 5K 

What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN?
Pitch Coaching & Greater confidence in speaking and presenting at live events.




